Call for Donation of Books

With this letter the Community Building Mitrovica (CBM) and University of Prishtina with the support of Royal Norwegian Embassy in Prishtina, invites all interested local and international non-governmental organizations in Kosovo to donate the books related to education on Transitional Justice, Dealing with the Past, Human Rights, Intercultural Understanding and Peacebuilding. The aim of this initiative is to enrich the Transitional Justice Resource Center Library at the University of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina”. The activity initiative is related with the project „Support to Transitional Justice“ implemented by Community Building Mitrovica (CBM) and University of Prishtina faculty of Law, while supported by the Royal Norwegian Embassy in Kosovo.

Deadline for submission: 22.02.2019

Please submit your proposal to the e-mail address: donation@cbmitrovica.org

Contact person:

- Aferdita Sylaj Shehu
- Nemanja Nestorovic

ABOUT INITIATIVE: Since January 2012, CBM and University of Prishtina have established the course of Transitional Justice and Peace Building at the University of Prishtina Faculty of Law. As a result of this project the Resource Center at the Faculty of Law, University of Prishtina has been established. The corner with books on transitional justice, peace building, intercultural understanding and human rights has been updated with books every year.

This year CBM and University of Prishtina have planned to continue the activity of updating the corner with new books in the above mentioned topics therefore we kindly ask organisations, for donation of books.

GUIDELINESS FOR SUBMISSION OF DONATION PROPOSAL:

- Topics: human rights, intercultural/multicultural understanding, intercultural education, intercultural/multicultural and interreligious dialogue, peacebuilding, peaceful conflict resolution, transitional justice/dealing with past, active learning methodology.
- Languages: English, Albanian, Bosnian, Serbian, Croatian and/or French and German,
- Application procedure: the organization is required to submit the list of the book titles to the above mentioned e-mail address of CBM contact person until the deadline. The official working at the Center will make sure to keep in order the database of the donated books by various organisations, donors, companies, individuals, etc.
- No. of samples per book: the organization is required to emphasize how many samples of each proposed title it can donate for this purpose.
- The selection procedure: The CBM together with the University of Prishtina will review all submissions and bring decision on selection of donations and timely inform all organizations – participants of this public call.
Handout and receiver procedure: The books will be received in person by the CBM official staff or based on reached agreement, while the amount of transportation fee will be covered by the Community Building Mitrovica (CBM).

During the selection of proposed titles, the priority shall be given to the donations of the most recent and canonical literature!

The following publications will not be considered: damaged books and books with outdated and not actual information.

The decision on selection will be public, except in the cases when a donor would like to remain anonymous.

The call is open to local and international non-governmental organizations, in Kosovo.